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A porous-dense dual-layer composite membrane reactor was proposed. The dual-layer composite membrane composed
of dense 0.5 wt % Nb2O5-doped SrCo0.8Fe0.2O3-d (SCFNb) layer and porous Ba0.3Sr0.7Fe0.9Mo0.1O3-d (BSFM) layer was
prepared. The stability of SCFNb membrane reactor was improved significantly by the porous-dense dual-layer design
philosophy. The porous BSFM surface-coating layer can effectively reduce the corrosion of the reducing atmosphere to
the membrane, whereas the dense SCFNb layer permeated oxygen effectively. Compared with single-layer dense SCFNb
membrane reactor, no degradation of performance was observed in the dual-layer membrane reactor under partial oxidation of methane during continuously operating for 1500 h at 850 C. At 900 C, oxygen flux of 18.6 mL (STP: Standard
Temperature and Pressure) cm22 min21, hydrogen production of 53.67 mL (STP) cm22 min21, CH4 conversion of
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99.34% and CO selectivity of about 94% were achieved. V
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Introduction
In recent years, membrane reactors have attracted considerable attention from scientists and engineerings in chemical and
biochemical engineering due to the possibility in coupling the
chemical reaction and the separation of feed compenents and/or
reaction products in one unit.1–3 Dense mixed ion-electronic
conducting (MIEC) materials, with great oxygen ionic and
electronic conductivities at high temperatures have attracted
considerable interests in many applications such as effective
utilization of natural gas4–13 or coke oven gas,14,15 production
of hydrogen,16–18 selective oxidation of light hydrocarbons to
high-added-value-chemicals19–22, and treatment of atmospheric
pollutants, expecially CO2 and NOX.11,23–25 MIEC membrane
reactors can overcome many of the shortcomings of conventional packed-bed reactors. For example, it controls distribution
of oxygen and improves the selectivity or heat-distribution in
the reaction side under partial oxidation of methane
(POM).26,27 For potential industrial applications of MIEC membrane reactors, two properties are crucial. First of all, it should
be able to sustain a certain oxygen flux. Second, it must be sufficiently stable to allow long-term operation at the relevant
operating conditions, particularly in reducing gas atmospheres
or atmospheres containing CO2, SO2, or H2O. Unfortunately,
few MIEC membrane reactors with high oxygen flux are able
to tolerate these environments for long time.28
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In the past decades, most researches are focused on singlelayer membrane reactors where the membrane materials are the
critical component. Normally, cobalt-containing membrane
materials possess high oxygen permeability but low chemical
stability, such as SrCo0.8Fe0.2O3-d (SCF) membrane which
cracked into several pieces after passing a methane stream
through the membrane surface.29 Moreover, the surfaces of
Ba(CoxFeyM1-x-y)O3-d (M 5 Nb, Ta, Zr) decomposed when they
were used for partial oxidation of methane in coke oven gas,
POM, and coupling of water splitting with the dehydrogenation
of ethane.15,30,31 Some other membrane materials in which the
reducible ions (Con1, Fen1) were partially substituted by ions
with constant valence (Zr41, Nb51, Ga31, Al31)32–35 have been
developed. Besides, stable oxides such as (Al2O3, SrAl2O4)36,37
have been used to improve the stability of the membrane materials for membrane reactors. Even several cobalt-free perovskite
membranes materials such as SrAlxFe1-xO3-d,38 La0.4Ba0.6Fe0.8Zn0.2O3-d39 were reported. The improvement of chemical
stability was achieved. However, the oxygen permeation fluxes
could rarely reach the level of cobalt-containing materials due
to the relatively low oxygen permeability.
In addition to single-phase membranes, dual-phase membranes consist of electronic conducting materials and oxygen
ionic conducting materials have been investigated in singlelayer membrane reactors extensively. For example, dualphase membranes based on Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9-Sm1-xCaxMn0.5
Co0.5O3 (x 5 0 or x 5 0.2),40 40 wt % Pr0.6Sr0.4FeO3-d260
wt % Ce0.9Pr0.1O2-d,41 Zr0.84Y0.16O1.92-La0.8Sr0.2Cr0.5Fe0.2O3-d,42
and 75 wt % Ce0.85Sm0.15O1.95225 wt % Sm0.6Sr0.4FeO3-d43
have been used in membrane reactors which contained CO2
or reducing atmosphere. Generally, the stability of dual-phase
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a porous-dense duallayer composite membrane.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

membranes have been improved, nevertheless, the oxygen
permeability is relatively low. For economical attractiveness,
Bredense and Sogge44 reported that an oxygen flux of 10 mL
cm22 min21 is needed for syngas production. However, few
MIEC membrane reactors could meet the requirement.
According to recent study, due to the issues of stability and
permeability, we have to notice that it is difficult for those materials to be independently used in the membrane reactors, especially for multireaction system. A trade-off between high
oxygen permeation and good stability was found in single-layer
membranes that suffer from the erosion when they were developed to conduct oxygen ions effectively. In our previous experiment, we have used varied single-layer membrane reactors for
POM,8,36,37 oxidative stream reforming of methane,27 thermal
decomposition of CO2,23,45 decomposition of CO2 coupled with
POM,46 and bio-ethanol oxidative steam reforming coupled with
water splitting.18 However, these applications for membrane
reactors involved the contacting of membrane surface with
reacting environments such as reducing or carbon-rich atmospheres. There is a great challenge for single-layer membrane
reactors to obtain the balance between high oxygen permeability
and sufficient chemical stability. Also, we have developed asymmetric membrane structure which slowed the erosion of the
atmosphere in some way. Nevertheless, it still suffered from the
same problems with singer-layer membranes.47
The present study aims to develop a porous-dense duallayer composite membrane reactor where the composite membrane is composed of two close contact layers with different
functions. As shown in Figure 1, the dense layer which made
of high oxygen ions-conducting materials is mainly for oxygen permeation. The porous layer which consists of good
reduction-tolerant materials is mainly for reducing the erosion
of reacting atmospheres. The dual-layer composite membranes are expected to play their respective functions and
combine the advantages of each layer. The two materials
referred to this article 0.5 wt % Nb2O5-doped SrCo0.8Fe0.2O3-d
(SCFNb),48 Ba0.3Sr0.7Fe0.9Mo0.1O3-d (BSFM)49 have been
developed in our experiment recently. They have been proved
to own superiorities of good oxygen permeability and high
chemical stability. On the base of the porous-dense dual-layer
composite membrane (BSFM-SCFNb), we also designed the
BSFM-SCFNb porous-dense dual-layer composite membrane
reactor for POM to investigate its performance.

Experimental Section
Powder and membrane preparation
The SCF and BSFM powders were synthesized via a combined ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)–citrates com4356
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plexing sol-gel process with Ba, Sr, Co, and Fe metal
nitrates and MoO3 (dissolved in NH3H2O first). Stoichiometric amounts of nitrates were mixed into a certain amount
of deionized water under continuous agitation. The necessary
amount of EDTA dissolved in NH3H2O, was then dropped
to the mixed metal nitrate solution, followed by the addition
of solid citric acid with stirring (mole ration of total metal
ions to EDTA and to citrate 5 1:1:2). NH3H2O was added
to adjust the pH value to 6–7 to obtain a clear solution. The
solution containing the complex precursor was heated on a
hot plate at 250 C for about 5 h with a combustion reaction
to produce a gel. Finally, the products were calcined in air at
950 C for 5 h.
SCFNb powders were prepared by mixing 0.5 wt % of
Nb2O5 with SCF powders (ball-milled in ethanol for 24 h)
and calcined in air at 950 C for 5 h. The powders were uniaxially pressed at 4 MPa to prepare the green disk members
with the diameter of 16 mm. The members were then sintered in a furnace at 1200 C for 5 h to form the dense
bodies.
After polished to a thickness of 1.0 mm with 2000-mesh
abrasive papers, the dense SCFNb membrane was sprayed
with a BSFM porous layer on methane side. A slurry of 8.41
wt % of BSFM powders, 6.43 wt % glycerin, 18.91 wt %
ethylene glycol, and 66.25 wt % isopropyl alcohol was used
as spraying fluid. The BSFM-SCFNb membrane was prepared by spraying method, whose detailed description was
reported in our previous work.50 First, the dense SCFNb
membrane was placed on a heating platform and the temperature of the heating platform was controlled at 250 C. Then,
the slurry was sprayed on the dense SCFNb membrane at a
rate of 2.2 mL min21 by using a spraying gun. Finally, with
the evaporation of organics, the BSFM powders were deposited on the SCFNb membrane. The coated sample was dried
then heated at 1000 C for 2 h with heating and cooling rate
of 2 C/min. The average particle size of BSFM was about
260 nm. An uniform coating layer could be formed on the
surface of the dense SCFNb membrane. The BSFM-SCFNb
dual-layer composite membrane was successfully prepared
with a dense SCFNb layer and a porous BSFM layer. The
thicknesses of both layers were 1.0 mm and 20 mm,
respectively.

Characterization
The particle size of powders was examined by zetatrac
analyzer (Microtrac company). The crystal structures of the
samples were characterized by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD,
ARL X’TRA diffractometer) with Cu Ka radiation in air.
The experimental diffraction patterns were collected at room
temperature by step scanning in the range 20  2h  80
with an increment of 0.05 . The morphologies of sintered
membranes were examined by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) (Hitachi S-4800, Japan). The elements of the samples
were analyzed by energy dispersive x-ray detector (HORIBA
EMAX). Oxygen temperature-programmed desorption (O2TPD) experiment was carried out on a conventional apparatus
equipped with a mass spectrometer (AMETEK, LCD-200) to
investigate the carbon deposition of the catalyst.

Membrane reactor set-up
The reactor module for membrane reaction experiment is
illustrated in Figure 2. A prepared membrane disk was
mounted on a quartz tube with 6 mm ID (Inner Diameter)
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tration of oxygen-containing compounds in the effluent. The
oxygen permeation flux, selectivity, and conversion for POM
were calculated using the following equations
FCH4;inlet 2FCH4;outlet
FCH4;inlet

(1)

FCO
FCH4;inlet 2FCH4;outlet

(2)

XCH4 5
SCO 5

FO2;inlet 5FO2;outlet 1

1
1
FCO 1FCO2 1 FH2 O
2
2

(3)

where XCH4 is the conversion of CH4, SCO is the selectivity
of CO, Fi is the flow rate of species i, in mLmin21. FH2 O
can be calculated based on the hydrogen balance as follows
1
1
FCH4;inlet 5FCH4;outlet 1 FH2 1 FH2 O
2
2

Figure 2. Illustration of the reactor module.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

and 12 mm OD (Outer Diameter). We used silver as a seal
that owns low and negligible oxygen permeation flux due to
the poor oxygen ion conductivity.51,52 0.1-g 20–40 mesh Ni/
Al2O3 catalyst was directly loaded on the membrane. Dried
synthesized air (O2, 21%) was introduced into the lower
chamber, whereas high purity CH4 (diluted by He) was introduced into the upper chamber. Both upper and lower chambers were maintained at the atmospheric pressure. The gas
flow rates were controlled by mass flow controller (Model
AI-708PA, Xiamen Yudian automation technology Co.,).
The effluent streams were analyzed by two online gas chromatographs (GC, Shimadzu, model GC-8A, Japan) equipped
with a 5A molecule sieve column and a TDX-01 column.
The analyses were checked by the carbon balance, which
was within 1% for all reaction experiments and could be
neligible. We also conducted the O2-TPD experiment on the
used catalyst after the long-term operation. The percentage
of the carbon deposition was about 0.25% and could be also
negligible. So, we thought that there was hardly carbon
deposited on the catalyst in the reaction process.
The oxygen permeation fluxes through the membranes
were calculated from the effluent flow rate and the concen-

(4)

Substitution of Eq. 3 into Eq. 4 yields
1
1
FO2;inlet 5FO2;outlet 1 FCO 1FCO2 1FCH4;inlet 2FCH4;outlet 2 FH2
2
2

(5)

Results and Discussion
Materials and phase stability
Figure 3 shows the XRD patterns of the as-synthesized
SCFNb and BSFM powders, which were calcined at 950 C
for 5 h. XRD analysis showed the formation of perovskite
structure for both samples. We exposed the powders to the
atmosphere (5% H2 1 He) at 900 C to test the stability of
the two kinds of materials under a reducing environment. As
seen in Figure 3a, the perovskite structure of SCFNb collapses after testing for only 10 h. It is due to that Co31/Co41 is
vulnerable to reducing gas species.9,53 It may also suggest
that SCFNb is unsuitable under relatively high reducing
atmosphere. Figure 3b shows the XRD pattern of BSFM
powder. A trace amount of impurities were detected at
2h30 . To our knowledge, the impurity was likely to be
BaFeO2.8 phase according to the data of PDF (Powder Diffraction File) card (54-0966). The BaFeO2.8 phase may be
attributed to the enrichment of the fast diffusivity ions at

Figure 3. XRD patterns of the SCFNb and BSFM powders calcined at 950 C for 5 h, followed by annealing in a
5 vol % H2/He atmosphere at 900 C, *: BaFeO2.8.
(a) SCFNb H2-treated for 10 h; (b) BSFM H2-treated for 45 h. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Figure 4. The SEM images of the SCFNb and BSFM-SCFNb membranes: (a) and (b) are cross sections near the
reaction side of the fresh and used BSFM-SCFNb membranes.
(c) and (d) are the surface of reaction sides of the fresh and used BSFM-SCFNb membranes. (e) and (f) are the surface of the
fresh and used SCFNb membranes, respectively.

grains boundaries and the external surface during sintering
and subsequent heat treatment.54 However, the amount of
the impurity could be negligible. Moreover, it was noticed
that the intensities of the characteristic peaks of the BSFM
powder decreased a little and shifted slightly to a lower angle
after reaction. It should relate to the increase in the cell
parameter which results from a decrease in lattice oxygen
stoichiometry in the perovskite structure during the long treatment.55 Nevertheless, the perovskite phase still existed under
such a reductive atmosphere for 45 h. We thought that BSFM
oxide has high chemical stability. Similar result has been
reported by Dong et al.49

Morphology of membranes
Figure 4 shows SEM micrographs of the SCFNb and
BSFM-SCFNb dual-layer composite membranes. For the
fresh SCFNb membrane, the ceramic grains with clear boundaries were visible as shown in Figure 4e. As seen in Figure
4c, the BSFM layer was porous due to the volatilization of
organic solution during the heating treatment. From the cross
4358
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section of BSFM-SCFNb membrane (Figure 4a), a porous
layer closely adhering to a dense layer can be seen. Also, we
can distinguish the porous BSFM, which approximately had
a thickness of 20 mm.

BSFM-SCFNb porous-dense dual-layer composite
membrane reactor
To obtain a detail performance of the BSFM-SCFNb
porous-dense dual-layer composite membrane, POM was
studied in the prepared disk-shape membrane reactor with
Ni/Al2O3 catalyst. In order to clarify the performance of the
porous BSFM layer, a blank experiment was carried out in a
single-layer SCFNb membrane reactor without a porous
BSFM layer.
Figure 5 shows the time dependence of the performance
of SCFNb membrane reactor at 850 C. In this experiment, it
took about 16 h to reach the steady state. Finally, CH4 conversion of above 85%, CO selectivity of above 97%, and
oxygen permeation flux of about 17 mL (STP) cm22 min21
were achieved for the SCFNb membrane which had a
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Figure 5. CO selectivity, CH4 conversion, and O2 permeation flux as a function of time in the
SCFNb membrane reactor.
Reaction side: He 5 40 mL (STP) min21, CH4 5 5.96 mL
(STP) min21; Air side: air 5 100 mL (STP) min21; Temperature: 850 C. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

thickness of 1.0 mm. It was about 11.5 times higher than
that of He as the sweeping gas. This was because the permeated oxygen would quickly react with methane in reaction
side, and oxygen partial pressure gradient in POM membrane
reactor was much larger than that at conventional Air/He
permeation condition. Unfortunately, the CH4 conversion,
CO selectivity, and oxygen permeation flux decreased
extremely after about 60 h. About 100 h later, oxygen permeation flux was nearly zero and CH4 conversion dropped to
49%. After 200 h, the CO selectivity was below 35%. Meanwhile, the concentration of N2 detected by GC increased
greatly. We deduced that the air leaked out. After stopping
the reaction, we found that the SCFNb membrane cracked
into several pieces. The morphology of the used SCFNb
membrane surface exposed to the syngas changed after the
reaction. From Figure 4f, we can see that the surface of
SCFNb membrane was destroyed and became porous and
loose. These results indicated that SCFNb membrane possesses a poor chemical stability to syngas production. This
phenomenon also conforms well with the previous XRD patterns in Figure 3a.
The POM experiment of SCFNb membrane reactor demonstrated that the dense SCFNb ceramic membrane was
unsuitable for syngas production. Thus, a BSFM-SCFNb
dual-layer composite membrane in which a porous BSFM
layer was coated on the surface of a dense SCFNb membrane was further investigated. In the experiment, the thickness of dense layer (SCFNb) of the dual-layer composite
membrane was kept at 1.0 mm and the porous layer (BSFM)
was about 20 mm.
For practical application, the membrane are operated
under severely reducing environment. It was necessary to
investigate the stability of BSFM-SCFNb membrane under
POM reaction. Figure 6 shows the stability of the BSFMSCFNb dual-layer composite membrane reactor at 850 C
over more than 1500 h. During the period, the CO selectivity, CH4 conversity, H2 production, and O2 permeation flux
remained at about 97.5%, 80%, 46 mL (STP) cm22 min21,
13 mL (STP) cm22 min21, respectively. From the inset of
Figure 6, we could see that the ratio of H2/CO was nearly
AIChE Journal
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2 and fluctuated between 1.97 and 1.99. As shown in
Figure 4b, under the same reaction condition with SCFNb
membrane reactor, the dense layer of BSFM-SCFNb duallayer composite membrane still can be seen clearly and kept
intact after the 1500-h POM experiment. The long-term stability testing suggests that the reduction-tolerant BSFM layer
could effectively enhance the stability of SCFNb under
reducing atmospheres. First, the reduction-tolerant porous
BSFM layer closely adhering to the dense SCFNb layer
reduced the area of bare SCFNb and avoided the direct
impacting of reductive atmosphere against the SCFNb layer.
Moreover, the BSFM was also a good oxygen ion conductor.
The oxygen ion could partially transfer from the dense layer
to the porous layer by BSFM which reduced the contact of
reductive atmosphere with the dense layer.14 Second, the
good oxygen permeability of SCFNb ensured an existing of
nonzero oxygen partial pressure at the surface of SCFNb
layer which prevented the erosion toward the dense SCFNb
layer.47,56 The design of dual-layer porous-dense membrane
reactor resulted in that the reaction site was away from the
surface of dense SCFNb layer to some degree as shown in
Figure 1 which prevented the direct destruction toward the
SCFNb membrane effectively. Figure 4d showed that the
grain size of porous BSFM layer became a little larger after
the reaction. It may be because of the partial sintering of
porous BSFM layer during the 1500-h operation at 850 C.
The XRD patterns shown in Figure 7a indicated that the
cubic perovskite structure of the both sides and the bulk of
the used BSFM-SCFNb membrane still kept unchanged after
the long-term operation. This result explains why the BSFMSCFNb dual-layer composite membrane reactor could be
steadily operated under the reductive atmosphere for a long
run. Figure 7b showed the EDX analysis of the used membrane. We selected the unique Ba and Co elements in the
porous and dense layers, respectively, for the research. As
shown, the diffusion of Ba and Co elements occurred on the
boundary betweeen the porous and dense layers. The diffusion depth was about 1 mm in each layer, which was not
serious and could be negligible as for the performance of the

Figure 6. CO selectivity, CH4 conversion, H2 production, O2 permeation flux, and H2/CO as a
function of time in the BSFM-SCFNb duallayer composite membrane reactor.
Reaction side: He 5 40 mL (STP) min21, CH4 5 5.96 mL
(STP) min21; Air side: air 5 100 mL (STP) min21; Temperature: 850 C. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Figure 7. (a) XRD patterns of the fresh and used BSFM-SCFNb membranes: (A) and (B) are the air sides of the
fresh and used BSFM-SCFNb membrane, respectively; (D) and (E) are the reaction sides of the fresh and
used BSFM-SCFNb membrane, respectively; (C) bulk of the used BSFM-SCFNb membrane.
(b) EDX analysis of the used BSFM-SCFNb membrane, blue line: Ba element, red line: Co element. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

BSFM-SCFNb membrane reactor. The oxygen permeation
fluxes and stability in POM experimentals after different
times are reported for various materials in Table 1. Comparing the results of BSFM-SCFNb porous-dense dual-layer
composite membrane with those other membranes, we can
see that the BSFM-SCFNb dual-layer composite membrane
possesses a high performance in terms of the oxygen flux
and the stability overall. So far, we can conclude that the
BSFM-SCFNb porous-dense dual-layer composite membrane
reactor was competent for POM. Meanwhile, it also showed
the design of porous-dense dual-layer composite membrane
reactor was successful.

Effect of operating conditions on BSFM-SCFNb
dual-layer composite membrane reactor
Generally, the oxygen permeation flux, hydrogen production, CH4 conversion, and CO selectivity are strongly
affected by operating conditions such as reaction temperature, methane flow rate, air flow rate, helium flow rate, and
so forth. The effects of these operating conditions on the
BSFM-SCFNb porous-dense dual-layer composition membrane reactor were investigated systematically as follows.
Effect of Temperature. Figure 8 shows the temperature
dependence of the performance of BSFM-SCFNb membrane
reactor. Each temperature was held for about 1 h and the cor-

responding date points were recorded at least three times to
ensure the accuracy of the results. Temperature has a significant effect on the membrane reaction. CH4 conversion, hydrogen production, and oxygen permeation flux increase rapidly
with increasing temperature. The increase of the oxygen permeation flux was mainly attributed to the increase in oxygen
diffusion and the surface exchange kinetics with the increasing
reaction temperature. For the excess feed of the CH4, the CH4
conversion was mainly controlled by the oxygen permeation
flux. Therefore, the increase in the oxygen permeation flux
spontaneously led to the increase in CH4 conversion.58 At
900 C, the CH4 conversion is 99.34% and the hydrogen production is 53.67 mL (STP) cm22 min21. The oxygen flux is
about 18.6 mL (STP) cm22 min21, which is an extraordinary
value. Generally speaking, the oxygen permeation rates
exceeding 15 mL (STP) cm22 min21 are rarely achieved. The
CO selectivity increased slightly with increasing the temperature before 800 C, then decreased obviously after 850 C, and
is 98.84% at 850 C. This decrease of the CO selectivity at
high temperature can be explained as follows. The oxygen permeation flux increased with increasing the temperature. However, the flow rate and concentration of the feed methane was
not adjusted. The CH4/O2 decreased at high temperatures,
which led to the excessive oxidation of CO. Similar explanations were reported by many researchers in the literatures.59,60

Table 1. Comparison of Oxygen Fluxes and Stabilities of Various Membrane Materials in POM
Experiments After Different Times
T ( C)

Thickness
(mm)

O2 Flux (mL
cm22min21)

La0.4Ba0.6Fe0.8Zn0.2O3-d
BaCe0.1Co0.4Fe0.5O3-d
BaCo0.7Fe0.2Nb0.1O3-d
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-d
BaCo0.4Fe0.4Zr0.2O3-d
BaCo0.7Fe0.2Ta0.1O3-d
Al2O3-doped SrCo0.8Fe0.2 O3-d
SrAl2O4-doped SrCo0.8Fe0.2 O3-d
SrCo0.8Fe0.2O3-d

900
875
900
875
850
900
850
850
850

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.48
1.0
0.7
1.4
1.0
1.0

3.8
8.9
20
11.5
5.6–5.8
16.2
1.5–3.4
8.0
No date

BSFM-SCFNb

850

1.0

13.0

Membrane Materials

4360
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Time on Stream (h)

Reference

500
1000
300
500
2200
400
500
1200
Cracked in a
short while
>1500

39
57
35
58
34
30
36
37
29
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Figure 8. CO selectivity, CH4 conversion, H2 production, and O2 permeation flux as a function of
temperature.

Figure 10. CO selectivity, CH4 conversion, H2 production, and O2 permeation flux as a function
of air flow rate.

He 5 40 mL (STP) min21, CH4 5 5.96 mL (STP) min21;
Air side: air 5 100 mL (STP) min21. [Color figure can
be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

He 5 40 mL (STP) min21; CH4 5 5.96 mL (STP)
min21; Temperature: 850 C. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Effect of Methane Flow Rate. Figure 9 shows the methane flux dependence of oxygen permeation flux, CH4 conversion, CO selectivity, and H2 production when the operation
temperature was unchanged at 900 C. At first, the CO selectivity, H2 production, and oxygen permeation flux increased
with increasing methane flux. On the contrary, the CH4 conversion decreased slowly. When the CH4 flow rate was 6.58
mL (STP) min21, the high CH4 conversion of 97.55%, the
CO selectivity of 98.67%, and the H2 production of 60.76
mL (STP) cm22 min21, the oxygen permeation flux of 18.0
mL (STP) cm22 min21 were achieved. With the continuous
increase of the CH4 flux, the CH4 conversion decreased
obviously. Meanwhile, the CO selectivity kept unchanged
around 99% and the change of H2 production, the oxygen
permeation flux were very small. This phenomenon could be
interpreted as follows. When the CH4 flow rate was 6.58 mL
(STP) min21, the CH4/O2 was the most suitable in terms of

reaction driven force. In other words, this CH4 concentration
marked the limit the POM driven force could reach under
the fixed membrane thickness and reaction temperature.
After that, the oxygen permeation flux kept unchanged, and
as a consequence a decrease in CH4 conversion happened.
Effect of Air Flow Rate. The effect of air rate on the performance of the reaction at 850 C was shown in Figure 10. As
can be seen, the influences of air flow rate on CO selectivity,
CH4 conversion, H2 production, and O2 permeation flux were
insignificant when air flow rate is greater than 100 mL (STP)
min21. This experimental finding indicates that the diffusion of
air has no influence on the oxygen permeation when the air
flow rate is higher than 100 mL (STP) min21. So, it is unnecessary to further increase the air flow rate when the air supplied
is enough for providing stable oxygen permeation flux.
Effect of Helium Flow Rate. Considering the relatively
low CH4 conversion during the long-term operation, we

Figure 9. CO selectivity, CH4 conversion, H2 production, and O2 permeation flux as a function of
CH4 flux.

Figure 11. CO selectivity, CH4 conversion, H2 production, and O2 permeation flux as a function
of He flow rate.

He 5 40 mL (STP) min21; Air side: air 5 100 mL (STP)
min21; Temperature: 900 C. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Reaction side: CH4 5 5.96 mL (STP) min21; Air side:
air 5 100 mL (STP) min21; Temperature: 850 C.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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intentionally studied the impact of the methane partial pressure on the CH4 conversion. In the experiment, we changed
the methane partial pressure by fixing the flow rate of CH4
and changing the flow rate of He. As shown in Figure 11,
the CH4 conversion increased from 79.4 to 98.6% rapidly
with decreasing the flow rate of He from 40 to 15 mL (STP)
min21. Therefore, the experimental parameters of POM in
BSFM-SCFNb dual-layer composite membrane need to be
further optimized next. The increase of CH4 conversion can
be explained as follow. The decrease of the He flow rate
would result in an increase in the CH4 partial pressure in the
reactive side. The increase of CH4 partial pressure increased
the oxygen flux, and then the CH4 conversion. Gu et al.61
also reported that oxygen flux increased with increasing the
methane partial pressure.
The performance of the BSFM-SCFNb porous-dense duallayer composite membrane reactor made changes regularly
under different conditions. It is convenient for us to find the
suitable condition with specific applications. It is noticed
that the porous-dense dual-layer composite membrane reactor
survived from the testing under different conditions. This
fully showed that the dual-layer composite membrane reactor
had a sufficient stability.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

Conclusions
We designed a BSFM-SCFNb porous-dense dual-layer
composite membrane reactor. POM was conducted in the
membrane reactor to confirm the feasibility of the porousdense dual-layer design philosophy. The stability of the
SCFNb membrane was largely improved by the porous
BSFM layer on the reaction side. The maximum oxygen permeation flux reached 18.6 mL (STP) cm22 min21 in the
BSFM-SCFNb dual-layer composite membrane at 900 C,
which is a high value under the POM condition among the
membrane reported in the literature. At the same time,
99.34% CH4 conversion, 94% CO selectivity, and a hydrogen production of 53.67 mL (STP) cm22 min21 have been
achieved at 900 C. The porous-dense BSFM-SCFNb duallayer composite membrane reactor was operated stably for
more than 1500 without any degradation of reaction performance. SEM characterization of the used BSFM-SCFNb
dual-layer composite membrane hardly showed any change.
The dense layer of the BSFM-SCFNb dual-layer composite
membrane still kept intact as well. The membrane could survive the long-term operation that showed a potential application for syngas or hydrogen production by POM. Also, the
design of porous-dense dual-layer composite membrane reactor can be regarded as a good candidate for acquiring the
balance between high oxygen permeability and sufficient
chemical stability with MIEC membrane reactor when used
for potential industrial applications.
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